MINUTES FROM NOVEMBER 11/17/16
The meeting opened at 7PM. Minutes from October were reviewed and accepted.
Lt. S. Napoli, who is part of the Saturation Team, was our speaker.
- He reported there were no incidents in Greenhurst since the October meeting.
- He explained how the Saturation Team is deployed in a particular neighborhood,
usually where there have been complaints from residents or a recent rise in
reports of theft or drugs.
- We discussed the usual rise in theft crimes during Holiday season and received a
reminder to not leave purchases or purses/wallets in view upon exited the
vehicle.
- A recent rash of thefts from cars parked at local gyms was commented upon. All
gyms have lockers or safe places to leave belongings. Use them.
- We also discussed on the recent rash of thefts from the front porches when UPS
or FED EX is delivering. Alternatives might be a trusted neighbor, your work
place, or picking items at the store.
The Treasurer reported we are currently at @ $ 500 and will continue to request
donations for mowing, and occasional repairs to signs, etc.
The President let us know that her husband was not well at this time. She gave us an
update on her Solar roof system and all is well. Several members commented on the
tank less hot water tanks they had installed and were pleased with.
Webmaster said all is well in his department
Secretary noted the Center will be decorated for Christmas with lights soon after the
first week in December.
We had 3 new residents present: Tina Springfield, Madeline Drayton, Jeanette Vinton.
Mr. Troy Hodge reported about a loose pig in his neighborhood, estimated at 340 lb.
Old Business: We had some brief discussion on the new subdivision Carrington Chase
but other than observation of continuing construction there nothing new as yet.
New Business: There was NO new business
Members were reminded that there is no meeting in December. See you in the New
Year.
The Meeting adjourned at 8:12pm.
Marina Sharts, Secretary

